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GJSCI’s Board Meeting on 15th June 2016

“The gems &
jewellery sector is
growing rapidly &
by 2022, 3.5 million
additional
workforce will join
this sector. This is
evident by the
openings of
jewellery stores
almost every day
across India. One
major impediment
I see is of
standardization in
terms of processes.”
-Binit Bhatt C.O.O,
GJSCI

We at GJSCI firmly believe that the way you run board meetings says
much about how you run the company. Successful companies use
board meetings to create and improve key business strategies.
GJSCI held its 1st Board meeting for the financial year 2016-17 on 15th
June 2016; meeting was organized at Business Facilitation Centre, 3rd
Floor, Board room, SEEPZ, Special Economic Zone, Andheri East,
Mumbai 400 096.
Meeting was conducted to assess the current strategy & its
effectiveness and determining future strategy of skilling under PMKVY 2
& other non-scheme options. The board provided its reaction and
directions to these strategies. Also, it reviewed if GJSCI’s operations are
aligned with its strategy. The meeting monitored financial
performances against its
budget. Major emphasis was given on SSC
Transit & PMKVY 2.The meeting was attended by Mr. Premkumar
Kothari (GJSCI), Mr. Binit Bhatt (GJSCI), Mr. Rajesh Lad (GJSCI), Mr. Jatin
Chheda(GJF), Mr. D.D. Karel (GJF), Prof.
Vasudev Krishna
Maurti(Academician), Mr. Manoj Dwivedi IAS (J.S. Ministry of
Commerce).

Do You Know??
Prince Charles proposed Lady
Diana with a sapphire ring
prized $38,488.
Middleton is the proud
owner of the mesmerizing
piece of jewellery.

700+ women of Project Vanika come together to celebrate Self-Empowerment

On the occasion of Tribal Minister of Maharastra, Shri. Vishnuji Savra’s birthday on 1st June 2016, 700+ tribal
women of Project Vanika celebrated empowerment. They planned and executed the event as a gesture of
appreciation for GJSCI, Asamant Foundation, IJMA & Shri. Vishnuji Savra for helping facilitate this initiative and it
turned out to be a heart-warming affair filled with gratitude.
This Project was launched on 6th March 2016. In a short span of 90 days, 32 batches have been conducted till
date where more than 900+ women have attained self-employment.

GJSCI’s visit to Hupari-Kolhapur to do the
feasibility studies for implementing Prime
Minister Skill Development program.
Dil ki Baat

“RPL gave me new perspective of
working, though I was in the industry
since long but undergoing RPL &
getting certified has helped my
performance.”-Kiran
Howal,
RPL
Cerified Artisan

On 9th June 2016, GJSCI visited Hupari(Taluka-Kolhapur)
which is famous for the production of silver ornaments.
Most of the families in this village have ancestral skill for
developing artistic ornaments from silver.
GJSCI visited to assess the current business scenario,
working conditions & environment of Hupari. GJSCI plans
to implement Prime Minister Skill Development program
at Hupari, by upskilling the artisans & providing them with
the latest machinery & equipment’s to achieve higher
productivity.
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